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About This Game

Just Deserts is a sci-fi action dating sim where you play as a soldier who must protect a city from mysterious alien attack, while
at the same time need to capture the heart of your dream girl(s)!

Features

5 unique heroines with different personalities and interests.

Full English voice act for each heroine!

English subtitle, with Indonesian and Japanese planned for update.

7 different endings, based on your status with the heroines. Approximately 7 hours to reach 1 ending.

List of activities which can be done alone or together with your favorite heroine.

Energy, health, money, day/night time and love status system.

Mini battle with the aliens.

Hundreds of items which you can use as a gift, food, or support in battle.
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Travel across the desert area and the city.

Theme song by Vesuvia [Ecky], vocal track by iMochi
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Title: Just Deserts
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Vifth Floor
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2016
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No where near as good as I was expecting.

Theres just...Nothing...The whole game lacks substance the story is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing transparent as all hell, the
fighting mechanics are interesting to a point, the girls all \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing suck, except for Eve.

Lets tackle the story first. There is just a whole of nothing, don't expect a good story going into this. It briefly touch's on it and
then it throws you out\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665first into the game. Bottom line is you're fighting geometric shapes
with telepathic abilitys. Grab a gun, pick your waifu, and you're off. You've got 30 days to woo the girl of your choosing and
prepare yourself for the final fight which, to me, was the only challenging part about the game.

When I play a visual novel\/dating sim, the most important thing to me is the girls. The story could
be\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but good girls can potentially save the game. Sometimes. That is not the case with this, the
girls all suck (Except for Eve) and I could give two \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about them, dialog is horribly written
and the voice acting, while not half bad at some parts, still cause my ears to bleed.

I'm not asking for Sunrider level story-telling here, I'm just asking why I should give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
I felt no emotion playing this game, the dates I went on with the girls showed no reason that they should love me, the Eve route
all you do is just train a bit and all of a sudden she loves you. Before the final fight they try and make it seem like your long
struggle is coming to an end and all I could think of was "What struggle?" The aliens haven't been that much of a threat the
entire game and yet the game wants you to think its like facing your life-long enemy.

Basically, what this all boils down to, is what I mentioned before. It lacks substance. Story, Girls. Gameplay Mechanics. Its all
there, if you look hard enough, but there is nothing there to support any of that. Why should I give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about a city that looks like it has zero people in it, why should I give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about all these soldiers that just showed up during the final fight, why should I care
that Jon got half of his torso blown off, who even is Jon???

Save your money. But if you're really curious about the game buy it on sale.. Overall a decent game. It's entertaining has good
visuals \/ soundtrack that will make game sessions enjoyable. If you're interested chances are you'll like this game.

Pros:
- Good visuals, meaning menus, CGs, characters' art, etc.
- Good soundtrack.
- Multiple endings.
- Fully voiced.

Cons:
- Tedious battle system, it's so slow and repetitive.
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- Voice acting is not the best.
- Money can be hard to get sometimes unless you keep reloading your game.

Worth the price. I would buy again.. Bought a girl 50 water bottles and she dumped her insecurities on me 10\/10 Jennifer best
route. The Music is amazing, the CG Looks Beutiful, the story are nice, I love this game
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